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 This patch addresses an issue where the full version of the Windows setup could not be installed. When installing the full version of the Windows setup on devices running the Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview Build 14986, an issue was discovered that prevented the full version of the Windows setup from being installed on the target device. This issue has been fixed in this release. The operating
system: Windows Version: 14.6.5219.1005 (Full) Release date: 2019-09-26 Change Log: This patch addresses an issue where the full version of the Windows setup could not be installed. When installing the full version of the Windows setup on devices running the Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview Build 14985, an issue was discovered that prevented the full version of the Windows setup from
being installed on the target device. This issue has been fixed in this release. The operating system: Windows Version: 14.6.5211.1004 (Full) Release date: 2019-09-25 Change Log: This patch addresses an issue where the full version of the Windows setup could not be installed. When installing the full version of the Windows setup on devices running the Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview Build

14984, an issue was discovered that prevented the full version of the Windows setup from being installed on the target device. This issue has been fixed in this release. The operating system: Windows Version: 14.6.5112.1004 (Full) Release date: 2019-09-21 Change Log: This patch addresses an issue where the full version of the Windows setup could not be installed. When installing the full version of
the Windows setup on devices running the Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview Build 14983, an issue was discovered that prevented the full version of the Windows setup from being installed on the target device. This issue has been fixed in this release. The operating system: Windows Version: 14.6.4976.1003 (Full) Release date: 2019-09-18 Change Log: This patch addresses an issue where the full
version of the Windows setup could not be installed. When installing the full version of the Windows setup on devices running the Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview Build 14982, an issue was discovered that prevented the full version of the Windows setup from being installed on the target device. This issue has been fixed in this release. The operating system: Windows Version: 14.6.4876.1003

(Full) Release date: 2019-09-16 Change Log 82157476af
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